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About This Game

Cyber Escape is an infinite runner in which you must survive as long as you can in an attempt to escape the police of a future
dystopian world after your smuggling run went wrong. Smash cars out of your way to gain a higher streak and get more points,
and risk it all by moving closer to the front for a higher multiplier- but a better chance at getting hit by the oncoming traffic.
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OS: Windows 10
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Good downloadable content.. Cute shooter brought into the VR world.. Well, what can I say? It\u2019s an old game, but
it\u2019s a good game. I remember, I couldn\u2019t beat the campaign years back due to the need to distribute your attention,
to dispense it on the different tasks. That\u2019s why I think it\u2019s good: you must be in absolute control of situation, of
every part of yours and enemy\u2019s forces. Some may call that babysitting, but I think it makes you think, adapt, be fast and
precise in your actions.
The storyline, its campaign, the world itself together reflect these concepts well, I think. The Spirits, priestly like people with
advanced knowledge, discovered the new dimension \u2014 The Psychosphere. They said, they found a promised land, full of
happiness for humankind, but the way here would be long and hard (as usual, of course). The Psychosphere contains all human
thoughts and desires which are embodied into the Scourge: strange and dangerous creatures that are attracted by the human
mind itself.
Together with the other people Spirits created a floating cities \u2014 the Frames. Frame is a home for the piligrims and the
way to travel through the Psychosphere in search of the Promised Land. As I said above, the Psychosphere is very unstable,
chaotic and creates the Scourge due to the chaos of thoughts and desires. So all pilgrims must be controlled, must be whole and
should control their mind in their dangerous travels. And it takes several years to build new portals and travel to new
undiscovered worlds.
Player begins the game as a Legate of the one of the first Frames. As a Legate you need to watch this chaotic world and protect
your Frame and your people. You must terraform every possible place to gather more energy for your next travels, defending
yourself from the Scourge, finding new worlds and new, different and heretic and hostile visions of situation from the different
Frames.

What I can mark as distinctive features of this game:
\u2014\tterraforming is one of the main concepts of the game: you need it to gather the energy, to build your structures from the
so-called zero plane; zero plane can be damaged what makes this approach very interesting from the tactical side;
\u2014\tyou have a robotic army that contains three basic types of units: soldier, officer and technician; if you\u2019ll build
according laboratories, you can transform you squads into new types of units, even on the fly; it creates some possibilities like
digging your way underground and then transforming your squad into bombers for heavy damage;
\u2014\tthree different factions with three types of special units each, with different views and philosophy;
\u2014\tparanormal bubble-chained world with its unique atmosphere in couple with the futuristic technologies;
\u2014\tsome very hard missions that need from you full concentration and distribution of your attention;
\u2014\tyou need to use community\u2019s workaround to play multiplayer at the current state.. Simple but cool little puzzle
game, got it on sale and completed in less than 4hrs, but well worth the money.

I hope they make a follow up or add on dlc, or even another game similar to this one. Very cool game. I especially like the voice
commands. They are very accurate.. ITS JUST LIKE THE 3RD ONE
NIGHTMARE GRATHICS
AHHHHHHH MY EYES I CAN'T SLEEP
P.S. I LOVE THE MATING SYSTEM BUT CAN YOU PLEASE INPLANT LESBIAN DATING I CAN'T PICK UP MY
HOT DATE IF IM A GIRL THAT LOVES GIRLS :(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((. I used to watch my brother play this
game several years ago when i was little, I'm glad to be able to experience this game myself. My only complaint is that
movement and aiming are both tied to the mouse, I would rather have movement use WASD so moving while aiming, or
shooting ground objects without moving towards them would be easier. Other than that it's a great game that brings back great
memories.. No.

A QTE driven game that doesn't even keep the combat up: this is some of the worst "combat" cinematics that I've seen in a
while. Weak real life punches and unbelieveable actors don't hide the QTE even driven game. For a student film, it's alright, but
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for a 5 dollar game on steam, it just doesn't come up to snuff.

Also, it's 2014. The need to censor the nazi symbol is ridculous.

If you really want to see gameplay footage and more: http:\/\/youtu.be\/A4-Fntg-LA0
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this is one of my favorite games so far from this publisher!! i really like the premise and i think the choices you can make are
interesting! if you enjoy text based fantasy games with mythology, this is definitely the game for you!!. VERY VERY GOOD
It's about time. though not deep (and I like some depth) ITS IS ADVERTISED AS A ARCADE GAME. So that's explanitory. It
is exciting, it is gratifying, it is fun and a LITTLE tiring. I had to move my controller from hand to hand because I found I was
gripping it so hard. I also like that I'm not punching around so I don't hit furniture. Graphics are as good as you can get in VR. I
would like a antialiasing option (the edges are a little gritty). I would also love to have the old ARCADE "attract mode" where a
playing demo explains the game. It says primary and pad to... and disappears. Took me 3 games to see what it said about 2nd
weapon. Still didn't know how to use 2nd weapon until 4th or 5th play. I'm currently 6th place on steam scores! But then
probably only 6 people have it at this early date ;-)

Great game to have in your collection. Some things confuse me still - I get to around 3rd or 4th boss area and LASERS come
out (4 green) are they mine? or on me? does that mean get out of the way? I suppose like all ARCADE games you begin to learn
the order\/pattern and will memorize your way through the game. (I'm not good at that). But it's a great distraction and at 15.00
(on sale now at 12.00) A VERY GOOD VALUE.

Oh I'd also like a way to jump right back in - while I love the intro... I've seen it 6 times now and want to get playing again
without the formalities. But that is part of what you get for your quarter in the arcades.

Extremely professional, extremely polished... It's much better than GunJack - though similar... it's a combo of GUNJACK and
XORTEX (in the lab demo... which I really liked, but I don't like all the hassle to get into it). If they added more depth... maybe
a story and some more weapons - it could become a 29.95 game.

There is a lot more VARIETY in this than the other two predicessors. The scenery is always changing as you are moving
forward through space... so the enemy types change. I was pleased to see the ships give way to turrets and missiles - even the
occational asteroid.. Personally I think this tool needs more development, don't get me wrong - I'm going to give it a thumbs
up...
The thumbs up I give it is for making this technology available for a decent price - other products which are similar - say like
voxelfarm target enterprises - while this rightly is a cheap by comparison product, it does its job admirably.
The main reason I want to see more development is not because the tool is inadaquet - although some may say its not entirely
artist friendly and perhaps a little unintuitive - but because smooth voxel tools to me always seem inadequate - I've used voxel
toolkits with Landmark, and even had a quick look at some things from voxelfarms impressive suite via screenshare - this tool
captures the essential editing tools, which (in my opinion based drive for improvement) can be better.
Well worth getting right now if you are planning on marching straight into development - my PC (quad core w/hyperthreading,
760 GTX with 16 Gig Ram + 4 Gig VRam) was barely holding up at some points, but by the time you've finished your project,
this will work smoothly on most customer PCs.... Don't get fooled by the first few missions. The game is unbeatable with the
insane amount of enemies and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t escort missions.. An incredibly surreal and odd
experience. I'm just glad that things like it get made.. https://youtu.be/bSOR3A4emmw

What stands out most about this hidden object game is it's dedication to the psychopath protagonist. The core of the experience
falls into the basic trappings of light puzzle solving and item hunts.. Before I started playing Solstice, I mused to myself: I sure
hope the developer gives a nod to their previous game Cinders somewhere within this game. Even a small Easter Egg would
have been great. But I just thought that any developer worth their salt would incorporate a reference to their prior masterpiece.

Well I only had to play Solstice for 5 minutes and "Bam!", MoaCube delivered on my wish: a huge reference to Cinders. Very
well done. I won't tell you what it is, but it's pretty cool. So that's why even though I've only played this game for 13 minutes, I
already knew 8 minutes ago that Solstice deserves a Thumbs Up.

I still have 99% of this game left to play, and I can't wait to see if there are any more tie-ins from Cinders. My fingers are
crossed that the developer will surprise me again and somehow have my favorite character, Sophia, make a cameo. If that
happens, I'll gift a copy of Solstice to a random member of my friends list.

In short:
MoaCube is not just a developer or a publisher, MoaCube is a genre. There are thousands of games on Steam, but none of them
compare to Cinders or Solstice. If you're looking for an immersive visual novel where your decisions really matter, then look no
further than either of these two category-defining games.
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